
02/07/14 Friday 06:30:30 AM

Questions to answer throughout the day:
• What is the market doing?
• What is the market trying to do?
• How well is it getting it done? Elephant Stomps/TINYS

06:30:49 AM
TWO SIDED PAPER OFF OPEN GS/
BUY/ Solly Sell ES Open Range
06:31 Ben: MARCH S&P opening
range 1778.50-1777.80
ES Open 15 min Range 17.75 1783.75
Missed 0700 was to busy on the
phone. Another crazy day in the
market that is for certain. Have yet to
feel secure enough in my trading to switch back to CASH trading.
Have loads of bad habits to break.
08:01:17 AM
09:03:48 AM
10:00:42 AM
11:00:38 AM
12:00:26 PM
I want more days like today where I am adding to winners and
instead of fighting the market I am going with the market. I am
holding multiple contracts for longer periods of time and they are
increasing as profit increases. Granted I didn't get into all my
positions correctly today, but did a damn site better than I have all
week. Trying to keep at least one contract on and then add to it for
two point moves that seem like sure bet. Just entered into one more
for the day and hopefully we will see the two points materialize
soon. If not we will have to exit the trade...
01:00:23 PM
Paper bought all the way till CC and then SOLD CC
01:33:11 PM
05:56:25 PM 02/09/14 Little late finishing out the day... All in all
Friday started out slow but finished well. I am still not quite
exactly where I want to be trading, but at least I am fighting less.
That is a major step; next to exit losers quicker that will be a big
winning point for me.
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What I did well today: Stuck with SIM trading, I added to winning positions and traded for quick two
point gains where possible as to minimize exposure to the market.

What could I have done better: I could learn to trade with less hesitation and get out of losing trades
quicker so as to be ready for winners later in day.

What will I do tomorrow to make things better: Listen to the market and let the market tell me which
direction to trade.
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